Lying: The Case Against Deception

If honesty is the best policy, why do we
lie? Why do so many leaders who make
public policy seem to be habitual liars?
Why do we see deception all around us:
Neil deGrasse Tyson, Richard Dawkins,
and Politicians --all seem to live in
dishonesty. We all know the world would
be better if people lied less often. In Lying:
The Case Against Dishonesty,
Mike
Robinson defines and categorizes the many
varieties of lies we tellfrom mistaken
individuals to perjury-filled politicians to
lies that save the lives of innocent people,
herein is a fascinating volume that will
engage your mind and heart. Robinson
contends that lying is wrong and we should
aim to be more honest with ourselves and
others. This unique book on lying and
dishonesty cannot be ignored by religious
people or skeptics. It demonstrates, with an
easy-flowing style, that all people lie and
we deceive others too oftenso lying must
be faced head on. This fresh work is moral
apologetics combined with many useful
applications.
Yes, Lying: The Case
Against Dishonesty provides precise
arguments in a simple-to-understand way,
as Robinson offers deep scriptural,
apologetic, and philosophical truths
concerning lying. If, as a Christian, you
know that lying is wrong, but you dont
know how to demonstrate this fact, then
this book will help clear it up. Lying gives
you simple step-by-step ways to
understand and apply the deep-seated
moral value of honesty. This fresh volume
helps you refute: Atheists Agnostics
People in false religions Secularists Cult
members You will learn the reasons why
lying is wrong while discovering numerous
proofs for the existence of Godmuch of the
material discusses lying within the context
of objective moral values.
The author
affirms and works from an innovative
approach that will equip you with the latest
apologetic research; the book is
path-breaking in its readability of difficult
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concepts.
Lying: The Case Against
Dishonesty allows you to:
Understand
how men and nations can be dishonest
Comprehend how dishonesty affects your
relationships Demonstrate that the God of
the Bible exists Learn how to have
absolute certainty Discover how honesty
and morality require and presuppose God
Robinsons enthusiasm for this topic is
infectious and the precision he employs
makes this a noteworthy addition to
anyones library.
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